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all locomotives and locos are now split on the tracks by the colour of their numbers - white for
steam, brown for diesel and the coke-fired and tile works locos, and grey for the electric locos. this

means they show up in front of the track while they are on it, which makes it easier for the
simulator's camera to focus on locomotives and locos in the overview. also for the first time a chosen

trainson's engine/coupler position can be selected by selecting a loco number in the overview to
analyse it more closely from there. this selected loco number will also follow this loco to the overview

screen as a 'footprint' of the selected engine/coupler. a new feature is the "highbeam" light on the
locomotive where the driver can see if the signal area has any restrictions applied. also a new "base"

value for the left-hand and right-hand high beam position is saved for each chosen engine and
coupler. this makes it possible to have left- and right-hand highbeams for all engines on the same
track. the content creator has much greater control of their locomotives via the 3d model of the

loco/magnatp in track editor. the track editor gives much more information to the content creator
about the track they are editing than the older train editor. the content creator can re-model a raised
sleeper if desired (not available in the example scenes - refer to the trainz the sdl wiki for more info).
the content creator can now position engines in the cab in more varied poses. this means a lot more

variety in tracks, especially those with crossing loops (for example on the sites around the lmr -
great noarlunga loop, and southern new south wales).
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download trainz 2012 demo and enjoy rail simulator 2012 the first truly open simulator.train
simulator 2012 is a completely different and advanced version of train simulator 2011 and

introduces full freedom to you in all the aspects of railroading. train simulator 2012 redefines
railroading with the new levels of detail, the revolutionary sandbox environment, fully integrated
scripting language, accurate physics and the new engine epic gamesnew features include :new

control system, together with a very detailed virtual environment allows the user to feel the train
and the railroad like never beforea new management system to use, including pre-built locomotives
and wagonsrailroad passengers!ventilation system!interesting facts, that you will find in the tooltip
of many objectsmany steam locomotives and wagons includedfor more information : eurosim.com

this demo is a release candidate of train simulator 2012 for windows available as either a standalone
exe or a steam version from the beginning of the campaign.downloads a demo version of train

simulator 2012 from the download page on our website. (the steam version has a steam game code
linked in the description of the download)important: do not use the demo with steam trial versions of

train simulator 2011. you can however install the demo on a previously installed version of train
simulator 2011.important: the demo version of steam doesn't include a version of rfs_2010 for
windows. a dedicated demo version of rfs_2010 will be available in early 2014.important: if you

already have a demo version of train simulator 2011 installed, the demo version will be updated to
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the latest rfs version that will be available from the time of launch. for instance, if you have a demo
version of train simulator 2011 that's not steam-ready, and you install a beta version of rfs_2010 in

december, you will get the beta version of rfs_2010 when it will be released, and the demo version of
train simulator 2012 will update to that version of rfs_2010.important: do not use the demo with

steam. the software steam requires is much heavier and this may slow down the demo even
more.important: the demo version of the steam program will be disabled upon the release of

rfs_2010 (the rfs_2010 steam client will enable the demo version of train simulator 2012). so, if you
want to try out steam features, wait for rfs_2010 first. 5ec8ef588b
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